
Venezuelan terrorist meets with
Cuban opposition leader Yunior
Garcia in Madrid

What did Leopoldo López and Yunior García talk about in Madrid?



Madrid, December 1 (RHC)-- With the consent of the Spanish government, two fugitives from justice from
their respective countries have met -- both known for promoting conspiracy plans against the legitimate
governments in force in their countries of origin -- Venezuelan Leopoldo López and Cuban Yunior García.

The Caribbean playwright, a staunch adversary of the Cuban Revolution, who in recent months has been
dedicated to inciting destabilization with the financing of right-wing sectors based in the United States and
the administration of Joe Biden, is in Spain on a "tourist" visa.

Leopoldo López arrived in Madrid over a year ago, in October 2020, and continues to be protected in the
European country, after escaping from house arrest in Venezuela, with the help of the Spanish
ambassador in Caracas.  The escape took place after being hidden in the diplomatic headquarters,
following a coup attempt that he led in April 2021.

The Cuban opposition leader, Yunior García, arrived in Spain a couple weeks ago, along with his wife
Dayana Prieto.

The meeting between Leopoldo López and Yunior García is marked by foreseeable issues and actions,
as they are two political operators of the White House; with evident intentions to generate government
changes in their respective nations, by illegitimate and unconstitutional means.

For that reason, Cuban analysts and media exposed as evident the orientations around the procedures
that García insists on applying in Havana and other cities in Cuba, if the example of Leopoldo López,
mentor of the self-proclaimed "interim president" Juan Guaidó is taken into account.

For example, they highlight how in 2014, the ultra-right-wing López was the main architect of the
outbreaks of violence and fires in the streets, called "guarimbas", in which 43 Venezuelan men and
women lost their lives.

Likewise, Yunior García has been received by José Manuel Albares, Spanish Minister of Foreign Affairs,
European Union and Cooperation.  The island's opposition leader proposes to establish a partnership with
extreme right-wing groups, not only from Cuba, but also from Venezuela and Nicaragua.

https://www.radiohc.cu/en/noticias/internacionales/278731-venezuelan-terrorist-meets-with-cuban-
opposition-leader-yunior-garcia-in-madrid
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